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Abstract. We present an overview of issues for the modeling of internal forced convective flows with the
One-Dimensional Turbulence (ODT) model. Results of recent research as well as prospective research
issues are presented for statistically streamwise homogeneous flows and streamwise inhomogeneous
mixed convective flows. The results illustrate the capabilities of the model to evaluate and bring insight
into a wide range of physical phenomena in the field of convective flows. Nonetheless, as a model, ODT
is best suited for the evaluation of asymptotically turbulent flows, i.e., away from laminar regimes.

1 INTRODUCTION

The motivation to study internal flows for turbulence research could be traced all the way back to the
experiments of Reynolds. In modern terminology, internal flows can be categorized in several ways.
We refer to the categorization in terms of the convective scales. Forced convection is associated to
the dominance of motion, generally streamwise motion, caused by an external force. Additionally, we
associate forced convection to small convective time scales. This is in comparison to motion induced by
the response of the fluid to another transport process, e.g., heat transfer, which would be characteristic of
the second group of internal flows in our categorization, natural convective flows.

Understanding of the phenomenology of turbulence in forced convective flows has been greatly aided
by Direct Numerical Simulations (DNSs) in the last years. A detailed overview of issues in constant
property internal forced convective turbulent flows is presented by Marusic et al. [1]. Many of the
issues presented therein refer to the so-called asymptotic wall-bounded turbulent flows, i.e., the limit of
turbulent flows at very large Reynolds numbers. An example of the latter, as suggested by [2], would
be a channel flow simulation at a friction Reynolds number Reτ ∼ 104. See as a reference the State of
the Art channel flow DNS by [3] computed at the expense of petascale computational resources [4]. At
low Reynolds numbers, Ávila et al. [5] has brought light into the exact laminar-to-turbulent transitional
bulk Reynolds number in pipe flow Reb = 2040 (Reb based on the diameter of the pipe), also aided by
State of the Art DNS computations. Thus, very distinctive type of phenomena take place according
to the magnitude of Re. For relevant issues requiring fundamental understanding, we require extensive
computational resources. In a general sense, Re is an important parametrization of turbulence for internal
constant property flows. For natural convection flows, investigations have signalized a similar threshold
Grashof number for the laminar-to-turbulent transition Grb ≈ 109, see [6].
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It is the objective of this work to propose an alternative low fidelity tool to investigate fundamental
issues in wall-bounded turbulent flows. This tool is the One-Dimensional Turbulence model, which was
originally formulated by Kerstein in 1999 [7], and has undergone extensive validation in the context of
wall-bounded flows so far [8, 9, 10, 11]. As a low fidelity turbulence model, which nonetheless has the
ability to correctly resolve all time and length scales in a 1-D domain, ODT is an appealing alternative
for the support of DNS investigations in parametric spaces, e.g., such as the Re-Gr parametric space
in convective flows. In this work we will present several issues of the ODT model investigated by the
authors, which are all intended to address the problematic of internal forced convective turbulent flows.

2 OVERVIEW OF THE ODT MODEL

ODT is a reduced order stochastic turbulence model. Unlike the Probability Density Function (PDF)
transport method [12], ODT does not rely on the direct resolution of a Joint PDF (JPDF) transport equa-
tion for the velocity and composition of the flow. Nonetheless, ODT does rely on the representation and
dynamical changes of a JPDF corresponding to the random process of so-called eddy events in the model.
The eddy events are the model representation of turbulent transport. In the case of a constant property
solenoidal velocity field exhibiting parabolic features, and one statistically inhomogeneous direction of
property gradients setting the reference length and time scales of the turbulent flow, eddy events are the
specific representation of turbulent advection. In this context, changes in the flow velocity induced by an
ensemble of eddy events can be associated to the Reynolds shear stress [13]. The eddy events in ODT are
mapping rules applied on 1-D scalar profiles within a specific range of the computational 1-D domain,
the ODT line. The ODT line is the line of sight through the statistically inhomogeneous direction, e.g.,
of dominant shear. The triplet map applied to the velocity profile, e.g., the transformation u(y)→ û(y)
in planar coordinates using the û(y) to indicate the mapped profile, replicates in this sense the local in-
crease in strain which corresponds to the local wavenumber increase in the Kolmogorov representation
of turbulence. ODT itself, though, is not restricted to Kolmogorov turbulence.

The triplet map applied to scalar profiles in planar Cartesian coordinates has been detailed several times
in previous publications, e.g., in the original work by Kerstein [7]. Recently, a novel cylindrical and
spherical formulation has been proposed [9]. Two types of maps are discussed for the cylindrical formu-
lation, TMA and TMB. In TMA, the triplet map splits the eddy region into thirds by equal cylindrical
wedge volumes. The triplet map TMB preserves the similarity with the planar formulation by splitting
the eddy region into thirds by equal length. The cylindrical triplet map transformation rule for TMA is
detailed in [14]. Stochastic implementation of eddy events requires sampling from a JPDF for the eddy
event size l, and position r0, whereas h(l) and g(r0) are presumed JPDFs for the sampling procedure.
Sampling from presumed distribution functions makes the stochastic process dependent on the form of
such distributions. Instead, (a Bernoulli) oversampling from a statistical Poisson process with probabil-
ity density λ∆ξs compared to the presumed probability density h(l)g(r0) yields a physically convergent
process at the limit ∆ξs < ξ. ξ and ξs could be either time scales teddy and ts, or length scales Leddy and
Ls, noting that Leddy 6= l. These two representations correpond to the temporal T-ODT and spatial S-ODT
formulations, respectively [15]. In T-ODT, the ODT line remains at a fixed spatial location and simulates
(with sampling rate ∆ts) the temporal change of properties from a set of initial conditions within the
1-D domain. In S-ODT, the Lagrangian ODT line advects parabolically in streamwise direction (with
sampling rate ∆Ls) from a set of initial, or entry conditions. We note that λ is a dimensionally formulated
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eddy rate of the form,

λ =
C
l2ξ

, (1)

where, C is a constant of proportionality defining the dimensional law. This is an ODT model parameter,
generally associated to the turbulence intensity, i.e., to the frequency of eddy events. Another model
parameter of interest, Z, is found on the model equation for the calculation of ξ; specializing for the
T-ODT formulation, this reads [14],

1
2K0

(
1

teddy

)2 ∫
l
ρ̂K2dV = K0

(
∑
k

Ξ
′′
kin,eddy,k

)
−ZΞvp,eddy. (2)

Here, K is the ODT kernel function defined as K = χ− f (χ), where χ is a placeholder indicating the
coordinate of the ODT line, e.g., χ = y in planar Cartesian coordinates and χ = r for cylindrical coordi-
nates. Similarly, the effective volume differential dV is a placeholder for the measure of the differential
elements in the transformation. This is a linear measure of length in planar coordinates dV = dy for
ODT lines coinciding with the y direction, and a nonlinear, radially weighted length measure in cylindri-
cal coordinates dV = rdr, for radially oriented ODT lines. The terms Ξkin,eddy,k and Ξvp,eddy are model
representations of the available kinetic energy for the eddy event according to the velocity profiles, and
the kinetic energy dissipation as heat from the smallest representable eddies, respectively. In this con-
text, the subindex k corresponds to the velocity component uk of the vector velocity field V = [u,v,w]T .
Therefore, Z is a proportionality coefficient for a measure of the viscous turbulent kinetic energy (TKE)
dissipation. Together with K0, a model representation of the nondimensional mean squared fluid parcel
displacement, the model formulas for Ξkin,eddy,k and Ξvp,eddy read [14],

K0 =

∫
l K2dV

l2
∫

l dV
, (3)

Ξkin,eddy,k =
P2

k
4S

, (4)

Ξvp,eddy =
µ2

eddy
∫

l dV

2ρeddyl2 , (5)

where the quantities Pk and S have been defined as,

Pk =
∫

l
ρ̂ûkKdV− ρK

ρJ

∫
l
ρ̂ûkJdV, (6)

S =
1
2

(
ρ2

K

ρ2
J
+1
)

ρKK−
ρK

ρJ
ρJK . (7)

In the previous equations, J is a second kernel function J = |K|, and ρK , ρJ , ρJK and ρKK are kernel
weighted integrals of the density, i.e.,

∫
l ρ̂KdV,

∫
l ρ̂JdV,

∫
l ρ̂JKdV, and

∫
l ρ̂K2dV, respectively. Finally,

µeddy and ρeddy are filtered values of the dynamic viscosity and the density within the eddy event range l.

For a better physical representation of the effects of the turbulent transport in the ODT formulation
with velocity components uk, a kinetic energy redistribution mechanism takes place after the mapping
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of velocity components, see [13]. That is, each velocity component is mapped and modified according
to the kernel functions J and K weighted by uniform coefficients, i.e., the final velocity component
after an eddy event is ûk = bkJ+ ckK. This yields the third model parameter in ODT, α, with α ∈ [0,1],
associated to the energy redistribution mechanism. Details of the calculation formulas for the generalized
S-ODT and T-ODT formulations can be found in [14]. Specializing again to the T-ODT formulation,
bk = −ck(ρK/ρJ). Using m, n and o as a permutation of the indices 1, 2 and 3, and sgn() as the sign
operator, cm is calculated as

cm =
1

2S

[
−Pm + sgn(Pm)

√
(1−α)P2

m +
α

2
(P2

n +P2
o )

]
. (8)

A continuous evolution of the JPDF of eddy events in time in T-ODT (or space in S-ODT) takes place by
advancing deterministic 1-D Partial Differential Equations (PDEs) for the velocity components in time
(or streamwise direction), after the successful implementation of an eddy event. The 1-D PDEs also
allow the incorporation of the convective and diffusive transport; the latter one associated to the viscous
effects on the flow momentum. The PDE governing the material evolution of fluid parcel momentum
between eddy events, specializing to planar coordinates, can be written as,

ρ
Duk

Dt
=−dp

dx
δ1k +

∂

∂y

(
µ

∂uk

∂y

)
. (9)

Here, ρ and µ are the local density and dynamic viscosity, while dp/dx is a uniform momentum source
for the streamwise velocity component. This is implemented either by suggesting a constant value, as
in Fixed Pressure Gradient (FPG) driven internal flows, or by enforcing a correction in the velocity field
in order to comply with a constant bulk averaged mass flux in the 1-D domain during the deterministic
advancement, as in Constant Flow Rate (CFR) driven internal flows. The material derivative D/Dt is
interpreted as a temporal rate of change d/dt in the T-ODT formulation, and as a streamwise convective
derivative u(d/dx) in the S-ODT formulation. This completes the description of the generalized vector
ODT formulation for variable density flows.

3 STATISTICALLY STATIONARY AND STREAMWISE HOMOGENEOUS FLOWS

To illustrate the model capabilities, we first refer to statistically stationary and streamwise homoge-
neous internal flows. This is the classical case of fully developed turbulent pipe or channel flows. As
a validation case, we evaluated three different friction Reynolds numbers with both T-ODT and S-ODT
formulations. For a statistically stationary, streamwise and spanwise homogeneous flow such as a chan-
nel flow, or a statistically stationary, streamwise and circumferential homogeneous flow such as a pipe
flow, temporal statistics are equal to streamwise statistics. Thus, we can evaluate the performance of both
T-ODT and S-ODT formulations against DNS data in such cases. Reτ = ρuτδ/µ is based on the friction
velocity uτ and the thickness δ, where δ is the channel half-height, or the radius in a pipe. The ODT
model parameters for the T-ODT channel flow simulations are C = 6.5, Z = 300 and α = 2/3, while for
pipe flow simulations C = 5, Z = 350 and α = 0. Further inputs for the model, concerning restrictions
on the maximum allowed eddy sizes, and adaptive mesh control parameters [8] are detailed in [14]. For
S-ODT simulations, both pipe and channel flow simulations use C = 3, Z = 100 and α = 0. We note that
the S-ODT formulation used here corresponds to the non conservative formulation detailed in [11, 14].
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Figure 1: [left] Mean streamwise velocity profiles in wall-normal units at channel flow friction Reynolds numbers
Reτ = 590, Reτ = 934 and Reτ = 2000, and pipe flow Reynolds numbers Reτ = 550, Reτ = 1000 and Reτ = 2000.
The profiles at larger Reynolds numbers are shifted upwards by u+ = 5 for better visualization. [right] Squared
RMS velocity profiles in wall-normal units for channel flow simulations at Reτ = 934. DNS reference data from
[16] (channel flow Reτ = 550), [17] (pipe flow Reτ = 550, Reτ = 1000), [18] (channel flow Reτ = 934, Reτ = 2000),
and [19] (pipe flow Reτ = 2000) is shown for reference.

This is explained in section 5. Nonetheless, the selection α = 0 is intentional in this sense, given that
it is the only choice for which the formulation from [11, 14] becomes conservative in constant property
flows.

Figure 1 [left] shows the mean streamwise velocity profiles in wall-normal units for the three different
friction Reynolds numbers evaluated. There is reasonable agreement between the ODT results and the
available reference DNS data. Furthermore, the first order statistical moment shows agreement between
the T-ODT and S-ODT formulation, showing the consistency of the modelled statistically stationary
and streamwise homogeneous flows, both in planar and cylindrical coordinates. Note that the indicated
Reτ in Figure 1[left] are an approximate of the actual Reτ of the simulations; the exact Reτ are given
in the caption. Deviations between the calculated and indicated Reτ are negligible. Figure 1 [right]
shows the RMS velocity profiles for the channel flow configuration at Reτ ∼ 1000. It is noted that the
nondimensional urms profile is the only one shown for the S-ODT formulation. This is due to the choose
α = 0 and the assumption of zero uniform initial conditions for the velocity components v and w, such
that no energy redistribution takes place between u and the components v and w. Similarly, the choice
α = 2/3 and the use of similar zero uniform initial conditions for v and w is the reason why the velocity
profiles vrms and wrms perfectly overlap in the T-ODT formulation. That is, the kinetic energy from u
is equally redistributed to v and w during eddy events by the kernel mechanism. Both T-ODT and S-
ODT formulations underestimate the RMS velocity profiles, although the S-ODT formulation produces
enhanced levels of turbulence intensity, and does not feature the double peak close to the wall for urms

observed in the T-ODT formulation [8].

4 INTERNAL FLOWS WITH HEAT TRANSFER

In contrast to the constant property forced convection simulations reported in section 3, we now report
on T-ODT and S-ODT pipe flow simulations with a non negligible heat transfer. These simulations
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correspond to mixed convection simulations of an upward pipe flow of air (as an ideal gas) with a fixed
nondimensional heat flux q∗ = qw/(ρ0Ub,0T0cp,0) = 0.0018, where qw is the (dimensionally consistent)
heat flux at the wall, T0, ρ0, cp,0 and Ub,0 are the initial uniform temperature and corresponding initial
density, specific heat capacity at constant pressure, and initial bulk velocity. Initial conditions for the pipe
flow velocity field are fully developed T-ODT constant property pipe flow simulations for a target initial
bulk Reynolds number Reb,0 = ρ0Ub,0D/µ0 ≈ 6000, where µ0 is the initial dynamic viscosity and D the
diameter of the pipe (D = 0.0274 m). T0 = 298.15 K and the uniform (and constant) thermodynamic
pressure is set to P0 = 100 kPa. The ODT model parameters are taken as C = 3.5, Z = 350, α = 2/3
for the T-ODT simulations, and C = 2.5, Z = 100, α = 2/3 for the S-ODT simulations. Further details
for the simulation inputs can be found in [11, 14]. As in section 3, the S-ODT formulation used in this
case is inherently non conservative. Heat transfer effects are incorporated into the formulation by the
solution of a temperature PDE, as well as a modified divergence condition for the velocity field. The
latter divergence condition reduces to a gradient condition on a dilatational velocity, which dictates cell
compression and expansion in the 1-D domain as a consequence of the temperature and density changes.
Following [11, 14], equation 9 in the S-ODT interpretation considers D/Dt as an advective derivative
uD(d/dx), where uD is a numerically delayed streamwise velocity, which is interpreted as part of the
dilatational velocity field. In that sense, the gradient condition for the dilatational velocity component in
the ODT line direction vD, and the temperature PDE required in the heat transfer cases are written for
cylindrical coordinates, as in [11],

1
r

∂

∂r
(rvD) =

1
ρcpT

[
1
r

∂

∂r

(
rλth

∂T
∂r

)]
, (10)

ρcp
DT
Dt

=
1
r

∂

∂r

(
rλth

∂T
∂r

)
. (11)

Here, T is the temperature and cp is the specific heat capacity at constant pressure and λth is the ther-
mal conductivity. Note the previous observations regarding the interpretation of the material derivative
notation as in Eq. 9. Figure 2 [left] shows the T-ODT generated temperature field. Note that the field is
smooth in the sense that this is an ensemble average of the temperature field at fixed radial and stream-
wise positions, with a number of ensemble members Nens = 4800. Also, the T-ODT formulation is not
able to obtain streamwise solutions directly. This is done instead by means of the Taylor’s hypothesis
[20], displacing the temporal solutions in the streamwise vertical coordinate z with the help of the bulk
velocity Ub, where Ub is obtained from the CFR condition and the correspondent bulk density [14],

z(t0 +∆t) = z(t0)+
∫ t0+∆t

t0
Ub(t ′)dt ′. (12)

Figure 2 [right] shows the S-ODT (ensemble averaged) generated temperature field. In comparison to
T-ODT, the temperature gradient at the wall is more pronounced in S-ODT, and the overall outer layer
of the flow is not as diffused and uniform as in T-ODT. The larger temperature gradient in S-ODT
allows a more faithful representation of the wall temperature, and of the heat transport characterization
by convection and conduction, i.e., the Nusselt number, see [11, 14]. The better reproducibility of the
temperature gradient is also the reason why the S-ODT formulation is able, in general, to provide more
accurate temperature profiles than the T-ODT counterpart in comparison to DNS data. This is seen in
Figure 3 [left]. It is noted, however, that the representation of velocity profiles is not significatively
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Figure 2: Normalized coordinate ensemble averaged temperature field 〈T 〉 in the upward heated pipe flow. Spatial
coordinates have been normalized by the radius of the pipe R, while the temperature field has been normalized
by the initial uniform temperature T0. The [left] Figure shows the temperature field obtained with the T-ODT
formulation, and the [right] figure shows the S-ODT temperature field.

different, e.g., see the Van Driest velocity profiles in Figure 3 [right]. That is, although the temperature
itself can not be accurately captured by the use of the Taylor’s hypothesis in the T-ODT formulation due
to the very large temperature gradients [21], the modification of fluid properties due to temperature still
affects in a negligible way the transport of momentum.

5 TOWARDS A CONSERVATIVE S-ODT FORMULATION

As detailed in sections 3 and 4, the S-ODT formulation used for internal wall-bounded flows in [11, 14]
is inherently non conservative. In that sense, this formulation is different from that published in [15]
for external flows, such as jets or boundary layers. Although equations 9, 10 and 11 are solved with
a Finite Volume Method (FVM), resolved integrals for momentum and energy do not coincide with the
divergence velocity field in equation 11, thus resulting in the mentioned conservation issues. This is most
easily seen by writing the divergence condition from Eq. 11, as it is derived from the tensor continuity
equation and the ideal gas law for a 2-D dilatational vector velocity field V D = [uD,vD,0]T

∇ ·V D =−1
ρ

Dρ

Dt
=

1
ρcpT

(
ρcp

DT
Dt

)
. (13)

Here, the first equality corresponds to the generalized differential law for conservation of mass, while the
second equality results from the application of the ideal gas law at fixed gas composition and thermody-
namic pressure. Attempting to integrate within a finite volume the LHS and RHS of equation 13 results
in the fact that the integration

∫
(∇ ·V D)dV corresponds with the integration of

∫
(ρcpDT/Dt)dV, only

for the case that cp is a (uniform) constant, given that ρcpT = P0cp/Rgas by the ideal gas law, where Rgas
is the specific gas constant. Note that this failure to conserve integral properties is not exclusive to the
variable density S-ODT formulation, but rather, to any formulation resorting to the use of the velocity
divergence condition, e.g., the T-DOT formulation in [23]. Figure 4 [left] shows the spatial variation
of cp for two different normalized streamwise positions, z/R ∼ 2 and z/R ∼ 60, which are close to the
beginning and end of the S-ODT simulations shown in section 4. Despite the inhomogeneity of cp in
the 1-D domain, the maximum norm for the deviation with respect to the bulk uniform cp,b is 2% in the
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Figure 3: [left] Mean temperature profiles in wall-normal units at different normalized streamwise positions. Note
the normalization T+ = (〈Tw〉−〈T 〉)/Tτ, where Tτ = qw/(〈ρw〉〈cp,w〉uτ) is the friction temperature. 〈Tw〉, 〈ρw〉
and 〈cp,w〉 are the ensemble averaged temperature, density and specific heat capacity at the wall. Wall-normal
coordinates are normalized by the traditional viscous length scale. [right] Van Driest velocity profiles in wall-
normal units at different normalized streamwise positions. Note that u+V D = uV D/uτ, where the Van Driest velocity
is calculated as uV D =

∫ ψ=〈u〉
ψ=0 (〈ρ〉/〈ρw〉)dψ. Profiles at higher streamwise coordinates z/R are shifted upwards by

T+ = 5 or u+V D = 5 for better visualization. DNS data from [22] is shown for reference.

worst case scenario, which renders the low order method with sufficient accuracy, as shown by the results
obtained in [11].

We return now to the constant property S-ODT simulations in streamwise homogeneous internal flows,
now with the choice α 6= 0, which would still motivate the appearance of uD in a constant property flow,
and hence, conservation issues [11]. The corresponding strong Eulerian formulation for Eq. 9 which
reflects the changes induced by eddy events in S-ODT can be written as in [11], for the streamwise
velocity component u in cylindrical coordinates as,

∂(ρuDu)
∂z

=−∂p
∂z

+
1
r

(
rµ

∂u
∂r

)
+Mu +Tu. (14)

Mu +Tu corresponds to the modeled effects of turbulent advection by triplet maps and kernel redistri-
bution mechanisms on u [13]. In a conservative formulation, by averaging equation 14, Mu +Tu should
equate the Reynolds stress u′v′, i.e.,

u′v′ =
1
r

∫ 1
ρ

(
Mu +Tu

)
rdr. (15)

On the absence of deterministic advancement, this implies that Mu +Tu is evaluated as the cumula-
tive eddy induced changes on ∆(ρuDu) over an interval ∆z, as per equation 14. This estimation of the
Reynolds stress should coincide with the integration of the Reynolds-averaged Navier-Stokes (RANS)
streamwise momentum equation, e.g., for an integration range of the computational domain with left
integration limit −R and open variable integration limit r, considering τw as the wall shear stress and the
kinematic viscosity ν = µ/ρ,

u′v′ =
τw

ρR
r+ν

∂u
∂r
− τw

ρ
. (16)
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Figure 4: [left] Local radial profiles of cp for one ensemble member of the S-ODT simulations in section 4 at
two different streamwise positions z/R∼ 2 and z/R∼ 60. The thick solid line indicates the profile and the dashed
line indicates the bulk average cp,b. [right] Reynolds stress calculation methods in a constant property pipe flow
S-ODT simulation at Reτ = 180. DNS data from [17] is shown for reference.

Figure 4 [right] shows the obtained Reynolds stress for a constant property pipe flow S-ODT simulation
at Reτ = 180, using the model parameters C = 2.5 and Z = 100. The calculated Reynolds stress was
obtained assuming uD = u, in order to verify the conservation issues. In the conservative case, α = 0,
the calculation of the Reynolds stress by equation 15 mostly coincides with the integration method of
equation 17. Differences are attributed to the mesh adaption dynamics in the solver [8]. In the non
conservative case with α 6= 0, the calculation methods differ and a non-zero Reynolds stress is obtained
close to r = 0. A conservative S-ODT formulation for internal forced convective flows should, therefore,
avoid the use of the decomposition of the velocity field into dilatational and solenoidal components, and
also, avoid the use of a velocity divergence condition. Instead, the integral form of continuity should be
used as in the S-ODT formulation from [15]. In the Lagrangian representation, this is, for conservation
of streamwise mass flux for finite volumes in cylindrical coordinates,

d
dx

∫
ρurdr = 0. (17)

Although a first order approximation such as that performed for external flows results in an expanded
or contracted domain, a numerical corrector step can be enforced afterwards to comply with the volume
constraint, by rescaling the velocity profile u with a uniform scalar factor Γ. This is work in progress that
will be published elsewhere in the future.

6 ON THE DETERMINATION OF THE ODT MODEL PARAMETERS

ODT model parameters C and Z used in all simulations presented here so far, as well as in all ODT
publications up to date, were obtained following a trial and error procedure, in order to match specific
statistical moments of the flow, generally with respect to DNS or experimental data. The model parameter
α in this work, is not subject to such calibration procedure, since only two theoretically justifiable values
of α are considered. α = 0 corresponds to zero energy redistribution between velocity components, i.e.,
a purely scalar one-dimensional turbulence, and α = 2/3 corresponds to equipartition of the available
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kinetic energy between velocity components after an eddy event in order to induce a return to isotropy.

As in RANS or Large Eddy Simulation (LES) models, physically motivated ODT model parameters
could facilitate the understanding of the model, and future model extensions for more complex physics.
In fact, it could be possible, in theory, to motivate a derivation of the ODT model parameters based on
the same reasoning used for some RANS or LES models. Consider, as an example, the universal scaling
governing constant property and streamwise homogeneous wall-bounded flows, as presented by [24],

u = uτF0

( y
δ
,Reτ

)
. (18)

Here, F0 is a universal dimensionless function. In fact, choosing the correspondence u =Ub or u =Ucl,
the bulk velocity or the centerline velocity scale, leads to the definition of F0 either as Cf or cf, the skin
friction coefficient based on Ub or Ucl. Therefore, a model parameter such as C should be a function of
the skin friction coefficient.

As a further example for the estimation of Z, we refer to the reduced version of equation 2 for constant
density flows, with the definition uk,K = [1/(l

∫
l dV)]

∫
l ûkKdV,

1
teddy

=
ν

l2

√
3

∑
k=1

(
uk,K l

ν

)2

−Z. (19)

Choosing Z = ∑
3
k=1 (uk,K l/ν)2 sets the square root to zero and prevents implementation of eddy events,

i.e., laminarizes the flow. Specifically for the case of channel flow, as an example, choosing an eddy
with position y0 = 0 and l = δ while substituting the laminar channel flow solution as a velocity profile,
results in the largest possible Z laminarizing the flow, which is a function of Reτ, i.e., Z = f (Reτ). In
fact, a generalization of Reτ as a wall normal coordinate y+ leads to a quasi-deterministic estimation of
Z, if y+ is assumed to be the intersection coordinate of the viscous and the Reynolds stress. The latter
is insensitive to the magnitude of Reτ based on δ, as shown in [24], and is in the range of 10 to 11 wall
units. This is work in progress that will be published elsewhere in the future.

7 CLOSING COMMENTS

We have presented an overview of issues for modeling of internal forced convective flows with ODT.
In general, ODT is best suited for the evaluation of asymptotic turbulent flows. For asymptotic wall-
bounded turbulence [1], this corresponds to turbulent flows defined solely on the base of Reτ. However,
asymptotically turbulent flows defined solely on the base of Grb, as in natural convective flows, could
also be evaluated with ODT. This could clarify relevant State of the Art questions, e.g., the existence
of the so-called ultimate regime of thermal convection [25]. ODT simulations such as those presented
in section 4 are challenging, given that they are not asymptotically turbulent, they fall within the mixed
convection zone such that a Reτ and Grb dependency arises, and they are close to an alleged relaminar-
ization boundary, see the DNS discussion in [22]. S-ODT is, in that sense, an advantageous formulation
which needs to undergo further research. See also Figure 5 for a sketch concerning ideally applicable
regimes for ODT. Overall, a low fidelity model such as ODT is very appealing due to its computational
efficiency in the treatment of physical flow phenomena with a reasonable degree of accuracy, as we have
shown here. Furthermore, the simplified physical treatment in ODT also allows a better understanding
of fundamental issues of the turbulence phenomenology.
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Figure 5: Regime diagram for convective flows. The regime boundaries are sketched following [26]. Prb and Rab
correspond to bulk Prandtl and Rayleigh numbers, respectively. The sketch is shown for air, Prb = 0.71.
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